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foundation the infantile seeds, containing on the one side
the later natural sexual creature in statu nascendi, and on
the other, all those evolved, historical pre-conditions belonging1
to culture. This is beautifully mirrored in the dreams of
children. Many of these are very simple ' childish' dreams,
and are immediately understandable, but others contain
almost vertiginous possibilities of content and meaning,
only revealing their deeper significance in the light of primitive
parallels. This other side is the mind in nuce< Childhood
is therefore not only important because it is the starting point
for possible cripplings of instinct, but also because this is
the time when, terrifying or encouraging, those far-seeing
dreams and images come from the soul of the child, which
prepare his whole destiny. In childhood, too,- those
retrospective intuitions first arise, which extend far beyond
the limits of childish experience into the life of the ancestors.
Thus in the child's soul there is already a' natural' as opposed
to a spiritual condition. It is recognized that man living
in the state of nature is in no sense merely ' natural' like an
animal, but sees, believes, fears, worships things the meaning
of which is not at all discoverable from the conditions of his
natural environment. The underlying meaning of these
things leads us in fact far away from all that is natural,
obvious, or easily intelligible, and not infrequently contrasting
most vividly with the instincts of every living creature.
We need only remind ourselves of all those gruesome rites
and customs of primitives against which every natural feeling
rises in revolt, or of all those convictions and ideas which are
in indisputable contradiction to the evidence of the fa.cts.
These things force us to the assumption that the spiritual
principle, whatever that may be, enforces itself against the
merely natural conditions with an incredible strength. One
might say that this is also * natural', and that both forces
have their origin in one and the same ' nature'. I do not
in the least doubt this origin, but I must point out that this
' natural' something presents a conflict between two principles

